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Kit 140 mL300mL 300mL1Kg1L1L





NANOTECHNOLOGY

ELEMENTSPRINCIPLE

With nano ingredients, coconut water and micellar water, the Nanotechnology line promotes
a total realignment of the fiber, providing a long-lasting and frizz-free straightening, and

rebuilds the fiber from the inside out. As well as helping in the  scalp health.

THEY PROMOTE A TOTAL REALIGNMENT OF THE FIBER

LONG, FRIZZ-FREE STRAIGHTENING

BRIGHT AND TOUGH

HELPS IN THE HEALTH OF THE SCALP

HAIR STRENGTHENING AND RECONSTRUCTION

MULTILEVEL TREATMENT

3D MATRIX TECHNOLOGY

PROBIOTIC

ENCAPSULATED NANO-INGREDIENTS

MICELLAR WATER

COCONUT WATER

BENEFITSKEY

300g300mL1Kg1L1L



PROFESSIONAL

TREATMENT

TREATMENT

MAINTENANCE

NANOTECHNOLOGY  PROFESSIONAL
MICELLAR SHAMPOO

NANOTECHNOLOGY 
 PROFESSIONAL  STRAIGHTENER

NANOTECHNOLOGY  PROFESSIONAL
RECOVERY POWER MASK

NANOTECHNOLOGY  HOME CARE MICELLAR
SHAMPOO

NANOTECHNOLOGY  HOME CARE RECOVERY POWER
MASK

The Micellar Shampoo has in its formulation coconut water,
micellar water and probiotic. Which help in the elimination of

impurities and act against pollution and oiliness. Providing
complete purification of the threads and water balance. The

result is healthy and shiny hair.

How to use: Gently massage into wet hair. Rinse
and repeat as needed.

The Brazillian Straightener thermal sealant was developed to provide
the sealing of the cuticles of the threads and to promote a perfect and

prolonged smooth. The components of its formula, which does not
contain formaldehyde, help in the replacement of amino acids and in

the immediate retexturization.  Producing hair without frizz, more
resistant and with 80 to 100% straightening.

How to use: Once the hair is clean and using gloves, apply Volume
Reducer to dry hair. Apply to small parts of your hair at a time to

guarantee its absorption along the entire length of hair strands. Wait
for 40 minutes. Dry and align your hair with a hair dryer. Next, using a

hair straightener heated to 200ºC; straighten the entirety of your hair 5
times to evenly spread the heat-activated ingredients.Briefly wait

before rinsing your hair, completely removing this product.

The Recovery Power Mask was developed to provide intense
hydration and nutrition to the hair. The continuous release of the
treatment assets helps in the complete hair reconstruction. The

result is hydrated hair, with reduced frizz and volume, and a lot of
shine.

How to use: Apply Recovery Mask to hair strands. Apply to
small parts of your hair at a time, before letting this product

act for 10 to 15 minutes. Rinse your hair, completely
removing this product. Finish by styling your hair to your

liking.

With the same ingredients, in lower concentration, the Micellar Home Care Shampoo helps to
maintain the effects created in the salon.

How to use: Gently massage into wet hair. Rinse
and repeat as needed.

With the same ingredients, in lower concentration, the Micellar Home Care Shampoo helps to
maintain the effects created in the salon.

How to use: After washing your hair, apply Recovery Mask to hair strands. Apply
to small parts of your hair at a time, before letting this product act for 03 to 05
minutes. Rinse your hair, completely removing this product. Finish by styling

your hair to your liking.



Kit 100 mL 250g250mL1Kg1L1L





Instant Fusion
BENEFICIOSPRINCIPALES

ACTIVOSPRINCIPALES

An innovative product that immediately activates and promotes straightening and treatment
properties when mixing Blend Active (phase 1) with Master Active (phase 2).  It’s an organic
realignment that acts on hair fibers from the inside out, providing incredible texture. Ideal for

blond, brown, and black hair and moderately resistant hair.
 

The strong affinity between the moisturizing network and keratin contained in its ingredients
helps to repair damaged cuticles, restoring hair’s natural glow and balance.

 
NO FADING

ULTRA-GLOW

ANTI-YELLOWING ACTION

ANTI-FRIZZ

HAIR REALIGNMENT 

RESTORATION AND REVITALIZATION

MARINE ALGAE

NANO-EMULSION PROTEINS

ORGANIC ACIDS

500mL 1L



PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT

Blend Active Phase 1 Master Active Phase 2

Contains proteins and plant oils that act to revitalize and moisturize hair, providing hair
realignment and cuticle harmonization. Mixing Blend Active with step 2 – Master Active –

activates its properties, resulting in soft, silky, glowing, and perfectly straightened hair.

How to use: THIS PRODUCT SHOULD ONLY BE USED AFTER MIXING STEP 1 (BLEND
ACTIVE) AND STEP 2 (MASTER ACTIVE).

 

Using gloves, place 30 ml of Blend Active (step 1) in a bowl, before adding 60 ml of Master
Active (step 2). The proportion of the ingredients added to the mixture should always be two

parts of Master Active (step 2) to one part of Blend Active (step 1).
 

Mix the two active ingredients until they form a homogenous mixture, using rapid movements
to ensure that emulsion occurs correctly. Please note, the Instant Fusion mixture should be

used immediately and cannot be saved for later use. Apply Instant Fusion to wet hair, covering
the entirety of your hair to ensure total strand absorption. Wait for 40 minutes. Next, dry and

align your hair using a hairdryer. Using a straightener heated to 200°C, straighten each part of
your hair five times. Rinse, completely removing the product.

 

Stimulates hair restoration and provides perfect organic straightening, in addition to anti-frizz and anti-
yellowing properties. Mixing Master Active with step 1 – Blend Active – activates its properties, resulting

in soft, silky, glowing, and perfectly straightened hair.

How to use:  THIS PRODUCT SHOULD ONLY BE USED AFTER MIXING STEP 1 (BLEND ACTIVE) AND
STEP 2 (MASTER ACTIVE).

 

Using gloves, place 30 ml of Blend Active (step 1) in a bowl, before adding 60 ml of Master Active (step 2).
The proportion of the ingredients added to the mixture should always be two parts of Master Active (step

2) to one part of Blend Active (step 1).
 

Mix the two active ingredients until they form a homogenous mixture, using rapid movements to ensure
that emulsion occurs correctly. Please note, the Instant Fusion mixture should be used immediately and

cannot be saved for later use. Apply Instant Fusion to wet hair, covering the entirety of your hair to ensure
total strand absorption. Wait for 40 minutes. Next, dry and align your hair using a hairdryer. Using a

straightener heated to 200°C, straighten each part of your hair five times. Rinse, completely removing the
product.

 







500g300ml300ml300ml1L200ml300g





200mL1L500mL

200mL1L500mL
200mL1L1L





hair toner

ELEMENTSPRINCIPLE

The Maxiline Hair Toner line was developed for blond, gray and bleached hair, with focus on
neutralization, protection and reconstruction of color combined with continuous treatment that
ensures shine and hydration. The line bets on Maxiassept technology to bring differentials as

sustainable assets and with antibacterial action for all products.

INTENSIVE HYDRATION

EXTRA SHINE

BRIGHTNESS

COLOR PROTECTION AND RECONSTRUCTION

NEUTRALIZES YELLOW AND BRASSY TONES

FORMULATION WITH VEGETABLE ACTIVES, WITHOUT

SULFATE AND PARABENS FREE

PRO RICE

COCONUT BUTTER

MELALEUCA OIL

JAROCOL VIOLET

SHEA BUTTER

BENEFITSKEY

300mL1L300mL1L



PROFESSIONAL AND MAINTENANCE TREATMENT

MICELLAR HAIR TONER SHAMPOO HAIR TONER BUTTER

Formulated to neutralize the golden or orange tone that is formed over time on light, blonde,
streaked and gray hair. Its action highlights a luminous tone and with color harmonization. Its

performance is enhanced by the addition of an amino acid complex that interacts with the
formula, protecting colored hair.

 

Professional line: Perfect for professional use in beauty salons.
 

Home Care line: Perfect for family use, and continuous treatment at home.

How to use: Apply  Micellar Hair Toner Shampoo to clean and wet hair, gently
massaging it in and evenly spreading it from the roots to the tips of your hair. Let this

product act for 3 minutes, before rinsing your hair.

Formulated to neutralize and correct the tone of orange and yellowish blond hair. The combination of the
activating agent, butter and protein, promote multiple benefits such as intensification of the blond tone,

intense neutralization, color correction, restructuring and protection of the hair. Results are a long-lasting
perfect blond tone and intense shine.

 

Professional line: Perfect for professional use in beauty salons.
 

Home Care line: Perfect for family use, and continuous treatment at home.

How to use:  Wash your hair with shampoo, and apply Maxiline Professional Hair Toner Butter to wet hair,
completely covering your hair and spreading it evenly with the help of a comb. For platinum blond  hair,

let Hair Toner Butter act for 5 minutes. For light blond and golden blond hair, let this product act for
between 5 and 10 minutes (according to the desired effect).  Hair Toner Butter can be used after

bleaching, highlighting, lightening,   toning, or coloring hair. Do not exceed the maximum recommended
time limit.   Rinse your hair, completely removing this product, before moisturizing. Apply   the product

according to the need of the hair.



1L1L1L300mL300mL300mL300mL300g





ELEMENTSPRINCIPLE

The Mega Protein line works as a biocapillary supplement, capable of increasing
strength and resistance, in addition to promoting a significant increase in other vital

resources for hair health and beauty such as: elasticity, shine, hydration, protection and
texture smoothing.

BIO-AFFINITY WITH HAIR FIBER

ROOT TO TIP TREATMENT

HAIR STRAND REGENERATOR

ANTI-BREAKAGE ACTION

PRO-FILLER TECHNOLOGY

BIO CAPILLARY SUPPLEMENT

TOTAL PROTECTION, RESISTANCE AND STRENGTH

VEGETABLE BIOTINPROBIOTIC

BIO AMINO ACIDS

REPARAGE ™

mega protein

BENEFITSKEY

500mL500mL1,5L1,5L500g1,1 Kg



PROFESSIONAL AND MAINTENANCE TREATMENT

MEGA PROTEIN SHAMPOO MEGA PROTEIN CONDITIONER HIGH IMPACT HYDRATION MEGA PROTEIN

Formula exclusively developed with a vegetable base to act
on the capillary structure and create a bio-affinity network

between the components of the formula and the hair strand.
It promotes a gentle cleansing preventing the drying of the
fiber without leaving accumulative residues, preparing the
hair to receive the pro-filler and wheat protein technology.

 

Professional line: Perfect for professional use in beauty
salons.

 

Home Care line: Perfect for family use, and continuous
treatment at home.

How to use: Apply the shampoo on wet hair, massaging
gently. Rinse, and if necessary, repeat the operation.

The Protein Conditioner has in its formulation bio amino acids that
regenerate the hair fiber, eliminates the dry effect and promotes an

effective protective action. The synergy of the active ingredients
eliminates the dry aspect of the hair, leaving it soft and easy to comb.

Stronger hair with each use.
 

Professional line: Perfect for professional use in beauty salons.
 

Home Care line: Perfect for family use, and continuous treatment at
home.

How to use: After removing the shampoo, distribute the conditioner
throughout the capillary region and massage strand by strand for 3 to

5 minutes. Rinse the hair by removing the product completely.

Mega Protein was developed from the concepts of molecular
adhesion that forms a structural amino matrix to increase the

diameter of the hair aged and repair the hair of the damage cascade
from the first use.

 

Professional line: Perfect for professional use in beauty salons.
 

Home Care line: Perfect for family use, and continuous treatment at
home.

How to use:  For intense hydration, after washing your hair, apply
the BIO PROTEIN SYSTEM - HIGH IMPACT HYDRATION treatment
over the entire capillary region, massaging gently. Aply strand by

strand, allowing to act for 10 to 15 minutes. Rinse the hair removing
all the product. Finish by styling your hair to your liking.



200mL200mL300mL300mL200mL





leaves vegan
The whole line possesses advanced technology derived from its micro-botanical active ingredients
that rebuilds hair strands, providing them with a healthier structure, softness, elasticity, strength, and
vitality, while acting on all levels of hair strands. Restoring hair to a more youthful state by repairing

split ends and damage to cuticles, providing thermal protection and better conditioning.

ELEMENTSPRINCIPLE

MORE POWERFUL AND CONCENTRATED

100% VEGAN

LOW POO SHAMPOO

IMMEDIATE RESULT

REFILL KERATIN AND COLLAGEN

MINIMIZES THERMAL DAMAGE

CAPILLARY RECONSTRUCTION

STRENGTH AND SHINE

INTELLIGENT CLEANSING

VEGETABLE KERATIN

VEGETABLE COLLAGEN

D-PANTHENOL

AMINO ACID COMPLEX

BENEFITSKEY

1L300mL1L



PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT

LEAVES PRO-KERATIN SHAMPOO LEAVES PRO-KERATIN
MOISTURIZING RECONSTRUCTOR

LEAVES PRO-KERATIN FLUID

With soothing properties provides intelligent and balanced
cleansing, while also replacing vital nutrients.

How to use: Apply Pro-Keratin Shampoo to wet hair, softly
massaging it in using circular movements to evenly spread
it across your entire scalp. Rinse, and repeat, if necessary.

Acts on strand structures, providing damaged hair with enhanced
natural moisturization, vitality, softness, flow, and elasticity.

How to use: Once the hair is clean, spread Leaves Pro-Keratin
Moisturizing Reconstructor to the wet hair, covering it entirely and

smoothly massaging it in to enhance strand absorption.

Pro-Keratin Fluid’s technologically advanced ingredients help to
strengthen strand structures by repairing damage and leaving them

more hydrated, while providing them with a silky, glowing
appearance and eliminating frizz for even the most unruly hair.

How to use: Dry the hair with a towel, and spray Pro-
Keratin Fluid along the entire length of hair strands.











180mL180mL180mL





hair perfumes
The Maxiline Hair Perfumes promote an intense shine, the closing of the cuticle and the reduction

of split ends through the conditioning and repairing action existing in the silicone.
 

How to use: Spread small amounts of the hair mist of your choice in the palm of your hand and
apply to dry hair and dam.

ELEMENTSPRINCIPLE

INTENSE SHINE

CUTICLE CLOSURE

REDUCTION OF SPLIT ENDS 

 WITH FINE FRAGRANCES

SUN PROTECTOR

SILICONE

BENEFITSKEY

30mL30mL30mL







500 g1,1 Kg



500 g1,1 Kg
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